
GOOD WORDS FOR AN ARGUMENT ESSAY

Examples of Argumentative Language. Below are examples of signposts that are used in argumentative essays.
Signposts enable the reader to follow our.

Myopic â€” short-sighted; not considering the long run â€” Adj. Ignominious â€” deserving or causing public
disgrace or shame â€” Adj. Likewise, Scholar B argues compellingly in favour of this point of view.
Conundrum â€” a difficult problem with no easy solution â€” N  Well, this is essentially everything you have
to know about an argumentative essay in general. That is to say, they must breathe air. In an academic essay,
these phrases will probably be too informal because they are too personal. Cupidity â€” excessive greed â€”
Adj. Debacle â€” a powerful failure; a fiasco â€” N  Having said that, the archaeology tells a different story.
Get Started Now When taking the ACT essay section, students have 45 minutes to write a well-reasoned
argumentative essay about a given prompt. Inadvertent â€” accidental or unintentional â€” Adj. Yet not
everyone agrees that this is the most important aspect of the situation. Firstly, X. On the other hand, the
archaeological evidence presents a somewhat less straightforward picture of what happened that day. Incessant
â€” never ending; continuing without pause â€” Adj. However, Scholar B reached a different conclusion. The
name of the essay suggests that it includes argument, so the topic should be debatable. Pernicious â€”
dangerous and harmful â€” Adj. Above all Usage: Used to signify what you believe to be the most significant
point, and the main takeaway from the essay. You can join his course here â€”or- you can read more by him
on English For Study. Myriad â€” countless or extremely large in number â€” Adj. Disparity â€” a great
difference between things â€” N  Another key point to remember is that Blake was writing during the
Industrial Revolution, which had a major impact on the world around him. One way to demonstrate such
mastery is through the correct usage of advanced vocabulary words. Dichotomy â€” a division or contrast
between two things that are presented as opposites or entirely different â€” N  Revitalize â€” to give
something new life and vitality â€” V  The patterns here are quite straightforward. Note: try not to use any
emotional adjectives. Papers of outstanding quality without any payments beforehand Order now Step-by-Step
Guide on How to Write an Argumentative Essay Now that you understand what is an argumentative essay, let
us look closer at what you can do to produce a really impressive and persuasive argument. Automaton â€” a
mindless follower; someone who acts in a mechanical fashion â€” N 


